Allied Tool & Die Again Invests in Superior New Technologies To Support Their Customers
At Allied Tool & Die Company, in business for nearly 7 decades,
the company is less limited in its ability to grow due to labor
shortages; rather capacity has been their constraining parameter.
Bill Jordan, CEO of the family owned company, says, “Two years
ago, we had a relatively new customer who was experiencing
extremely high growth.They told us that our pricing was great,
our quality was outstanding, and we were overall phenomenal.
The ‘but’ was that we couldn’t meet their lead times for their
higher quantities.”
The company responded to this feedback, which though only
heard from one customer, likely was preventing them from
gaining more work from some of their other customers. They
responded in a big way, acquiring new equipment in both their
fabrication and their machining departments. Two years ago
they purchased their second fiber laser, an electric press brake,
a new wire EDM, and a waterjet, all to increase capabilities
and capacity in their fabrication shop. In their machine shop,
they added several machining centers, increasing their 5 axis
machining capabilities as well as horizontal machining.
Jeff Moorhead, Vice President and General Manager for the
company, says, “We made these purchases just a short 2 years
ago, and yet we were running into capacity issues again last year.
Once again, we made the decision to invest in some significant,
state-of-the-art precision machines for both machining and
fabrication. Our newest machining center is the GROB 350G
and our latest fabrication addition is our Hans W3525T 5 axis
laser.”

Allied Tool’s
GROB Addition
Allied Tool purchased the
GROB G350 5-axis universal
machining center last year.
Bill says, “We purchased the
machine off of CNC Pros’
showroom floor during their
Open House.” He says that
though GROB machines are not widely seen in the Phoenix
market, his company learned a great deal about the company and
its products when Jeff Moorhead had toured shops throughout
Germany on his trip with the National Tooling and Machining
Association (NTMA) a few years ago.
With GROB’s expertise in automation, their products are built
for flexibility and growth. Whereas many machine tool builders
design and manufacture machines with specific configurations,
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GROB machines can be run standalone, and they can be expanded with pallet
changer systems, rotary pallet storage systems and linear pallet storage systems.
This flexibility protects GROB’s customers’ investments.
Bill says, “Our machinists love the GROB G350. Not only is the machine
adding needed capacity for our team, additionally its incredibly user friendly
yet highly technical Human Machine Interface (HMI) is increasing our overall
efficiency/productivity.” The GROB HMI Concept was developed in-house,
and it offers functions related to production planning and processing for the
industrial environment, Bill adds.
Ray Beauregard, co-owner of CNC Pros, the local distributor for the GROB
machines, says, “GROB universal machining centers are perfectly suited to
the 5-sided machining of parts with chamber holes and chamfers, as well as
form and flow profiles. Their unique machine concept (compact design, high
productivity and maximum stability) makes them ideally equipped for stateof-the-art automation technology.”
He adds, “GROB can supply machining and assembly equipment in an
integrated system and be responsible as the single source for this complex
technology, taking a part from raw casting to fully assembled component ready
for installation.We use this as a major advantage for our customers who invest
in these machines.”

Allied Tool’s
Han’s 5-Axis Laser
Machine
Bill says, “With our Hans’s
W3525 3D, 5-axis laser cutting
machine, we can literally put a
Lotus (car) on the machining
table and cut holes on every
side of it. Our Han’s multi-laser
cutting table size is quite large,
at 8’x’12’x3’, and it gives us new capacity plus capabilities on our sheet metal
side.” Bill says that Allied Tool has the 9th Han’s laser installed in the US, and
the first 5th axis. “Han’s is new in this country, but very well respected in Asia
and throughout the rest of the world”, he adds.
Shixuan Meng (Meng) is the US representative for Hans Laser. Meng says, “Our
model W3525T offers high cutting accuracy, fast cutting speed, small heat
affected zone, and smooth surface, moving speed up to 30m/min. Its flexible
3D processing head can realize n x 360° of infinite rotation, and an A axis with
a floating range of ±135 degrees to realize all round laser cutting through any
angle of curve surfaces.”
Meng adds that the Hans 3D, 5 axis fiber lasers create light banks of diodes

that are channeled and amplified through fiber optic cable (similar to that used for data
transfer). The amplified light, on exiting the fiber cable, is collimated or straightened
and then focused by a lens onto the material to be cut.
The machines are also equipped with self-circulation cooling systems to solve over-heating
issues caused by laser resonators, laser head and other functional parts and to ensure
a sustainable operation while all key functional parts work at full power. The system is
equipped with various sensors to monitor gas pressure, temperature and other factors
to achieve closed-loop control and safety protection of the equipment.
Meng says, “Thanks to 3D 5-axis laser cutting machines like our Hans’s W3525, the
development cycle of new products has been shortened.”

About Allied Tool & Die
Allied Tool & Die, an ISO 9001: 2015, AS90100 Revision D certified company, is unique
in their breadth of capabilities, offering both machining and fabrication.
Bill says, “From basic machining to 3D surfacing, our multi axis machining and turning
centers and wire EDM provide the flexibility to produce almost anything in-house.We
manufacture quality products for the aerospace, automotive, medical, communication
and commercial industries worldwide, and our list of capabilities includes:
• Assemblies			
• Conventional Part Marking
• Laser Cutting			
• Laser Welding			
• Prototype			
• Tool & Die

• Conventional Machining
• Conventional Welding
• Laser Part Marking
• Precision CNC Machining
• Stamping

Today, our business operates from 2 facilities, one in Phoenix, Arizona, and a 2nd in
Mexico.”
Allied has long been a top-tier supplier for a number of aerospace divisions within
Honeywell and they were awarded “The Supplier of the Year” from Honeywell Engines
Division.
Jeff says, “We maintain a 100% quality rating in the aerospace industry and require the
same high standards from all our vendors. Our inspection system meets or exceeds the
requirements of MIL-I-45208-A and maintains SPC capabilities.”

About GROB
GROB is a world class German manufacturer of high quality production (automation)
systems and universal machining centers.The company opened its U.S. headquarters in
Bluffton, Ohio, in 1983, and began manufacturing machines in 1991.Today, the company
specializes in the design and production of machines and automation for the automotive,
aerospace, medical, and die/mold industries.
Today, GROB builds horizontal machining centers, flexible machining systems, transfer
machines and automated assembly systems. Though they are not well known in the
precision job shop environment here in theWestern United States, their customers include
all the big automakers (Ford, General Motors and DaimlerChrysler) in the United States
and all of the big automakers in Europe. GROB machines are key elements in highly
engineered systems, where the flexibility and productivity of a horizontal machining
center suit today’s strategy for multi-purpose, reconfigurable manufacturing resources.

About Han’s Laser Corp.
Han’s Laser Corporation is a global leader in laser
technology. The company was established in 1996,in
Shenzhen, China.The company designs and manufactures
laser cutting, laser welding and laser marking machines.
They additionally offer 3D printing solutions, automation,
inspection, and collaborative robots.They purchase more
IPG Photonic fiber laser systems than any other laser
manufacturer.

Allied Tool & Die offers both machining

and fabrication, all in house. With their
continuous investment into the best
technologies, they are well poised to
support their customers’ high precision
parts. To learn more, contact them at
(602) 276-2439 or visit alliedtool-die.com
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